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Abstract—Cryptographic message authentication is a growing need for FPGA-based embedded systems. In this paper a customized FPGA implementation of a GHASH function that is used in AES-GCM, a widely-used message authentication protocol, is described. The implementation limits GHASH logic utilization by specializing the hardware implementation on a per-key basis. The implemented module can generate a 128-bit message authentication code in both pipelined and unpipelined versions. The pipelined GHASH version achieves an authentication throughput of more than 14 Gbit/s on a Spartan-3 FPGA and 292 Gbit/s on a Virtex-6 device. To promote adoption in the field, the complete source code for this work has been made publicly-available.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the application space of FPGA systems continues to diversify, the importance of optimized high performance security solutions has grown in importance. For example, secure point-to-peripheral broadband communications now require data rates between 1 and 100 Gbit/s [1]. Often, the distributed nature of these channels makes them vulnerable to security attacks, necessitating low-overhead preventive measures. FPGA-optimized security blocks targeted to message authentication protocols are needed to reach this goal.

Recently, the block cipher Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in counter mode (CTR) was combined with Galois Counter Mode (GCM) of operation [2] to provide both message encryption and authentication. This approach has proven popular since it is not constrained by intellectual property rights and has been shown to be provably secure [3]. A key aspect of GCM is a 128-bit Galois field multiplication GF(2^{128}). One or more instantiations of this GMULT operation are needed to perform the Galois Hash (GHASH) function required for message authentication. Mathematically, a cryptographic GHASH function is a construct that performs universal hashing over a binary Galois field to generate a message authentication code (MAC) [4]. The goal of the function is to authenticate the source of a message and its integrity. Although hardware and software implementations of GHASH are available [5], most require the use of multipliers which make them less suitable for low-cost, resource-efficient FPGAs.

In this work, a GHASH implementation customized for FPGA deployment is described. The GHASH module is specifically designed to take advantage of the specialization offered by FPGA lookup tables and flip flops. The custom key used for authentication is synthesized into the module structure, specializing the associated circuitry and reducing module area. A pipelined version of the module is presented to provide high throughput. Message authentication rates of up to 292 Gbit/s have been evaluated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background on AES-GCM and GHASH functions is provided in Section II. Implementation details of our approach are provided in Section III and experimental results are discussed in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. GHASH Functional Definition

As shown in Figure 1 a GHASH function is composed of chained GF(2^{128}) multipliers (GMULT) and bitwise exclusive-OR (XOR) operations. Each 2x128 XOR function includes 128 2-bit XOR operations.
GHASH inputs include: 1) A 128-bit hash key $H$. This key is derived from a symmetric cryptographic key $K$. 2) An $M$-bit message requiring authentication. The message can be divided into $n$ 128-bit blocks $M_1, M_n$. If necessary, the last message block $M_n$ is padded with zeros to create a 128-bit word. 3) An optional 128-bit additional authenticated data (AAD) value. This data value, which is authenticated but not encrypted, is generally used to identify the source of an authenticated message. 4) A 128-bit LEN value which expresses the word lengths of AAD and the message $M$. 5) A 128-bit cryptographic pad value (PAD) which ciphers the function output $TAG$ to generate the message authentication code (MAC). The resulting 128-bit is expressed as:

\[
H = E(K, 0^{128}) \tag{1}
\]

\[
X_0 = GMULT(H, AAD) \tag{2}
\]

\[
X_i = GMULT(H, M_i \oplus X_{i-1}) \tag{3}
\]

\[
\text{for } i = 1, \ldots, n
\]

\[
LEN = \text{length}(AAD)_{64} || \text{length}(M)_{64} \tag{4}
\]

\[
TAG = GMULT(H, X_n \oplus LEN) \tag{5}
\]

\[
MAC = PAD \oplus TAG \tag{6}
\]

where $E(K, B)$ denotes an AES block cipher encryption of a value $B$ with a secret key $K$. The expression $0^{128}$ denotes a string of 128 zero bits, and $A \parallel B$ denotes the concatenation of bit strings $A$ and $B$. The multiplication of two elements $A, B \in GF(2^{128})$ is denoted as $GMULT(A,B)$, and the addition in the Galois field of $A$ and $B$, denoted as $A \oplus B$, is equivalent to the XOR operation. The function $\text{length}()$ returns a 64-bit word describing the number of bits in its argument, with the least significant bit on the right. In general, an efficient GHASH implementation depends on the software or hardware design of the $GF(2^{128})$ multiplier.

**B. GHASH Hardware Implementation**

Previously, Paar [6] summarized the efficiency of various hardware finite field multiplication methods for $GF(2^n)$. Although bit serial implementations have linear area and performance with $O(q)$ and digit serial implementations with digit size $D$ vary in area with $O(qD)$ and performance as $O(q/D)$, their performances are generally considered insufficient for contemporary message authentication throughput.

Even though the sizes of parallel implementations are generally larger than serial- and digit-based implementations, the desired throughput performance of authentication motivates their use. Since the hardware complexity of a parallel implementation is $O(q^2)$, a 128-bit implementation which includes over 10,000 lookup tables (LUTs) can easily be required if hardware optimizations are not considered. Fortunately, multiplication over $GF(2^{128})$ can be expressed as a series of polynomial multiplications and modular reductions, leading to implementations based on Reyhani-Masoleh [7], Mastrovito [5] and Karatsuba-Ofman algorithms. These implementations have been shown to provide multi-Gbit/s throughput at the cost of over 8,000 LUTs per function. In Section IV a comparison of our new GHASH implementations including an optimized $GF(2^{128})$ multiplier is made versus these previous approaches.

**C. GHASH Software Implementation**

Ideas for FPGA-optimized hardware implementations of $GF$ multiplication in GHASH functions can be identified by considering previous software implementations. Software binary field multiplication generally uses a variety of time-memory tradeoffs [8]. Currently, software implementations take two forms, one which considers the hash key $H$ from Equation (1) as fixed and one which assumes a time-changing $H$ value. The multiplication operation $GMULT(H,B)$ between the hash key $H$ and an arbitrary element $B$, as shown in Equations (2), (3) and (5), is linear over the field $GF(2)$. By setting $H$ to be constant, this property can be exploited to allow efficient table-driven lookups for function results rather than expensive $GF$ operations [8]. In many cases, the table-driven approach provides a significant software performance improvement for a modest memory cost. Table implementation can be optimized to limit the amount of memory required to encode operations based on $H$ and allow multiport (parallel) table access to provide high throughput.

**D. New Hardware Implementation and Limitations**

In our new hardware module implementation, constant key specialization in the FPGA is used. The fine-grained LUT parallelism found in FPGAs is used to implement a precomputed table for $GMULT$ operations based on a constant $H$. As shown in Section IV this provides the implementation of a parallel $GF(2^{128})$ multiplier with significantly reduced LUT count while providing multi-Gbit/s throughput. The specialization of the $GMULT$ table can be accommodated for multiple keys if a portfolio of bitstreams for different $H$ values is maintained. These benefits can have a direct impact on some, but not all, applications of AES-GCM.

Network attacks are a concern for a variety of organizations. Preventing the unauthorized access, modification, and misuse of network resources is key to providing a secure environment. Virtual private networks (VPN) are widely employed to connect private local area networks to remote locations. Each connection uses a secure tunnel over an unsecure channel for packet transmission. For many VPs, the secret key used for encryption and authentication is changed on
Algorithm 1. Precomputation of the table $T; \ H \in GF(2^{128})$

1: $R \leftarrow 11100001 \mid 0^{120}$
2: $H \leftarrow E(K, 0^{128})$
3: $V \leftarrow H$
4: for $i = 0$ to $127$ do
5: \hspace{1em} if $V_{127} = 0$ then
6: \hspace{1em} $V \leftarrow \text{rightshift}(V)$
7: \hspace{1em} else
8: \hspace{1em} $V \leftarrow \text{rightshift}(V) \oplus R$
9: \hspace{1em} end if
10: $T[i] \leftarrow V$
11: end for

A weekly, monthly or yearly basis. Current commercial high-end security appliances allow a maximum throughput of 40 Gbit/s and potentially up to 10,000 client VPN users per session [9]. VPN infrastructure can potentially benefit from our key-dependent GHASH implementation to achieve a throughput of 40 Gbit/s. Another application which requires authentication with slow changing keys is embedded authentication [11]. In typical use, the required key size and a 128-bit input value. Each element of the table $T$ is a 128-bit vector. Based on GMULT specifications [2], the algorithm needed to fill the table is shown in Algorithm 1. The function $\text{rightshift}(\cdot)$ moves the bits of its argument one bit to the right. The hash key $H$ is the result of the invocation of the AES block cipher with a zeroed 128-bit word at its input. This operation is highlighted in line 2 in Algorithm 1 where $K$ is a secret key. Every 128-bit vector $T$ is calculated with a simple conditional statement along with 128-bit XORs and right shifts (line 5 to 9).

The unoptimized table contains 128 vectors of 128 bits, i.e. 16,384 memory bits, either stored in registers or in RAM. As explained in the next subsection, a large fraction of the bits are needed in parallel. Direct table implementation in LUTs is clearly prohibitive due to size and performance concerns of implementation in more than 10,000 LUTs. Direct implementation in block RAMs (BRAMs) would at first appear to be a reasonable option since these primitives operate at high speed (e.g. 550 MHz on a Virtex-5). However, BRAMs have at most two read ports, limiting parallel access. To be able to perform needed parallel access to the data, the block RAM contents would need to be replicated numerous times (e.g. up to 64x for a Spartan device). In general, many FPGA designs are constrained by BRAM availability.

Our implementation avoids the distributed and parallel RAM problem by directly synthesizing binary 1 values in the table $T$ into GMULT logic. For most $H$ and associated $K$ values, the bit value population of $T$ is not strictly 50% 1s and 50% 0s, leading to possible optimization. As a result, the AND gate outputs shown in Figure 2 can be set to 0 in many cases, reducing the amount of logic required to implement the GHASH function. Fixed binary 1 AND inputs in the figure convert the AND gates accordingly. Subsequently,
the 128×128-bit XOR tree can be pruned to further reduce logic. By trimming single bits with a 0 logic value and optimizing the 1 logic values before the mapping process, the synthesized design is reduced. Additionally, the logic is structured to take advantage of the wide-input, single output structure of FPGA LUTs.

To study the average logic value distribution of a table $T$, we randomly generated $10^8$ keys $K$ and evaluated the bit value 0 population of tables. The Mersenne Twister pseudo random number generation algorithm [12] was chosen to generate the $K$ values. It has a period of $2^{19937}-1$, is uniformly distributed, and passes numerous tests for statistical randomness, including the Diehard tests [13] and part of the stringent TestU01 tests [14]. For this given range of keys $K$, a low, average, and high logic value 0 percentage of 30%, 50%, and 70% was determined. A sample distribution for 100 keys $K$ is shown in Figure 3. The logic density of a design is related to the percentage of bit value 0s. The tiniest and fastest module is obtained for a percentage of 70%. A 30% distribution results in a larger and slower implementation. Our designs implemented in Section IV assume a 50% distribution.

B. Basic module

The basic unoptimized GHASH module shown in Figure 2 contains a purely combinatorial $GF(2^{128})$ multiplier $GMULT(H, B)$, a 128×128-bit XOR tree and a 128-bit output register. The detailed implementation of the multiplier (Algorithm 2) is the basis for this architecture. Three sub-modules form the basis for the design (Figure 2): 1) the 128×128-bit table $T$ on the left (synthesized into logic), 2) the circuitry to perform conditional statements on the right and 3) the 128×128-bit XOR on the bottom right. To avoid a 1 cycle penalty during typical synchronous conditional statements, the statements are implemented in a combinatorial fashion. Every $B$ input bit, $B_0$ to $B_{127}$, is extended 128 times (essentially a wire fanout) and ANDed with the corresponding vectors of table $T$. The module accepts a single 128-bit input $B$ and generates one 128-bit output $MAC$. A feedback path allows iteration across multiple 128-bit chunks of a message for authentication, as shown in Figure 4. The operation of the module is controlled by a small sequencer. For example, to authenticate a message composed of a 128-bit $AAD$ and a 512-bit message $M$, the input $B$ follows the sequence $AAD$, $M_1$, $M_2$, $M_3$, $M_4$, $LEN$, and $PAD$. The resulting $MAC$ is available in the output register after 6 cycles.

C. Pipelined module

A multistage pipelined module can be derived from multiple instantiations of the basic module. The basic design is replicated $n$ times to provide a $n$-stage pipelined module. For every new stage, a $GF(2^{128})$ multiplication $GMULT(H, B)$, a 2×128-bit XOR, and a 128-bit register is added. Figure 4 illustrates the architecture.

---

**Algorithm 2** Multiplication in $GF(2^{128})$. Computes the value $X = GMULT(H, B)$ with $H$ constant; $B$, $X \in GF(2^{128})$

1. for $i = 0$ to 127 do
2. $X \leftarrow 0$
3. if $B_i = 1$ then
4. $X \leftarrow X \oplus T[i]$
5. end if
6. end for
7. return $X$
of a pipelined design. Once fully initialized, this design outputs the MAC of a 128-bit AAD and a 128-bit message \( M \) every clock cycle. Feedback is not needed for 128-bit and 256-bit messages since message authentication is performed every clock cycle. To authenticate messages longer than 256 bits, the pipelined design can be adapted by 1) providing a feedback path from the last stage to the input of the first stage, 2) loading the corresponding output register with the \( AAD \), if required and 3) scheduling the data evaluation. For this last step, input \( IN \) can receive a 128-bit message block, a 128-bit \( LEN \) value or a 128-bit \( PAD \) value.

### IV. RESULTS

Both the basic GHASH module (Figure 2) and pipelined chains of modules were written in Verilog and targeted to several contemporary Xilinx Spartan and Virtex families using the standard Xilinx Synthesis Technology (XST) and ISE 13.1 flows. ModelSim 6.6a was used for design simulation both before and after FPGA place-and-route. Simulation was performed under nominal conditions of voltage (0.95V), temperature (85°C) and effort settings for mapping and place-and-route. The timing of design I/Os was omitted so \( 384.6 \times 10^6 \times 232.6 = 24.6 \) Gbit/s of throughput is achieved. Overall throughput per slice is \( 73.4 \) Mbit/slice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Device Family</th>
<th>Part</th>
<th>M / G / K</th>
<th>PAR</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Throughput (Gbit/s)</th>
<th>Epat/slice (Mbit/slice)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic GHASH</td>
<td>Virtex-4</td>
<td>xc4vlx25</td>
<td>o / * / *</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>LUT 165</td>
<td>249.6</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic GHASH</td>
<td>Virtex-5</td>
<td>xc5vlx50</td>
<td>o / * / *</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>FF 128</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>303.0</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic GHASH</td>
<td>Virtex-6</td>
<td>xc6vlx75</td>
<td>o / * / *</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>LUT 144</td>
<td>1714</td>
<td>384.6</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic GHASH</td>
<td>Virtex-4</td>
<td>xc4vlx25</td>
<td>o / * / *</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>LUT 150</td>
<td>249.6</td>
<td>222.5</td>
<td>113.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe GHASH (n=8)</td>
<td>Virtex-5</td>
<td>xc5vlx50</td>
<td>o / * / *</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>LUT 1152</td>
<td>17611</td>
<td>232.6</td>
<td>238.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe GHASH (n=8)</td>
<td>Virtex-6</td>
<td>xc6vlx75</td>
<td>o / * / *</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>FF 1158</td>
<td>15414</td>
<td>285.7</td>
<td>292.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe GHASH (n=1)</td>
<td>Virtex-3</td>
<td>xc3s1000</td>
<td>o / * / *</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>LUT 1152</td>
<td>4875</td>
<td>116.3</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Huo et al. [4]  
Lu et al. [13]  
Zhou et al. [10]  
Chen et al. [10]  
Henzen et al. [10]  
Wang et al. [4]

1 number of pipeline stages  
2 estimation based on LUTs per slice

TABLE I COMPARE NEW MODULES VERSUS RELATED PREVIOUS IMPLEMENTATIONS

The HDL source code, simulation testbenches, and software tools to reproduce reported results for the two module variants are publicly available at this URL: [http://code.google.com/p/ghash/](http://code.google.com/p/ghash/)
B. Comparison with Prior Work


For all measured comparisons, our new GHASH module shows improved throughput per area. Raw throughput on a Virtex-5 of 238.1 Gbit/s is superior to the highest reported previous approach at a reduced GHASH area. The specialized nature of our design facilitates implementation on low cost Spartan-3 devices. The pipelined version of the module achieves about 14 Gbit/s of throughput and uses 4,875 LUTs packed in 2,484 slices.

While our results are interesting in terms of both reduced overhead and high throughput, the effectiveness of our design is tied to the frequency in which the hash key $H$, derived from secret key, $K$, changes. From AES-GCM specifications, a single key allows for the authentication of 4 GByte/s (32 Gbit/s) of data over 64 years without compromised security [2]. This term is generally much longer than a typical digital system lifetime. However, as outlined in Section II-D, key changes may be required more frequently depending on the target application. The reconfigurable nature of the FPGA makes changes to hash keys which have been embedded in hardware possible. A new bitstream can be dynamically loaded into the FPGA, when needed. Other key customization approaches [5], [7], [13], [16], [18] require only a key register reload.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new FPGA-optimized implementation of a GHASH message authentication block has been presented. The module takes advantage of the specialization offered by FPGAs to customize GHASH hardware based on a secret key. Significant improvements in throughput per area versus previous approaches are achieved for a variety of Xilinx architectures.
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